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ABSTRACT

This project is about developing a system for managing the rental car based on the user’s demand. This to-be system called Rental Vehicle System (RVS). This system concerns on booking a rental car for their usage while the tourist going for holiday at Langkawi. The RVS will be developed by using the computerized system to obtain the advantage of the technological use. There will be giving higher security in managing data, faster in accessing data, and the systematic of data management. The RVS is going to be used by three different users, which are Administrators, Company, and Users. RVS is developed using PHP as the programming language and MySQL as the database. Therefore, this to-be system may help the management goes well in pursuing the successful data access.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Rental Car Company uses manually system to manage their company management and it is limit to the staff and manager. So, the system is functioned when a customer or tourist made a call to make a reservation to rent a car and when staff filled in the name of the tourist and the type of car that they want to rent. The other ways they make to rent a car is the customer or tourist just drop by at the registration counter and just fill a rental car form.

Besides that, the customer or tourist just can rent a car. It is because certain car rental company doesn’t provide a van or trucks. Besides that, if they want to rent other type of vehicle such as motorcycle or a boat for private use, they need to go the other company to rent the type of vehicle that they want. Basically, the water vehicle will provide by the hotel that the customer or tourist stayed.

To overcome this problem, one system will be developed which is Rental Vehicle System (RVS). This system is a web based system that developed to make an online reservation to rent a vehicle. In the other meaning, it will operate online. This system is developed to be used by the company that provides a rental vehicle to their customer or tourist.
This project will submit the user requirements and take the vehicle’s reservation from the customer. So that, when customer attends to the car rental company, they do not have to register again. The staff will only check the reservation list to make sure that the customer is already reserve a vehicle. The deposit payment also can be done at the counter, so that customer’s bank account will be safer instead of paying online. The new system must be built to help this car rental company to manage its workers, clients and also to be known by other people.

This project is giving the experience about develop a website and also gives the skills of manages a database.

1.2 Problem Statement

A new system must be developed to enhance the current system. This is because the current system is lack of function in the following aspect:

1. **Hard to reserve a car**

   The current system is used just to store about the client information as they are going to the company car rental. For reservation, clients have to call and clerk takes long time to record the data.

2. **Leak of security or unauthorized user**

   All staffs and also the manager can access the same information. There are no security aspects in the manual system because staff can view the data that only the administrator should know about. Besides that, other people also can access or change the information.
3. **Use a lot of paper to save a data**

   The customer records, receipt or bill, reports and others are all save in paper. It will cost a lot of money to buy a paper. Besides that, by using a paper, the high of loose it is high.

4. **Difficult to access information when admin need the client record**

   By using file system, it gives difficulties to admin to retrieve the record. In this situation, the Rental Vehicle System (RVS) will give opportunities to admin

5. **Have a problem while make a calculation during the payment**

   Human is not perfect so they are chances of making a mistakes, especially when record the information and doing the calculation. So by using the system can reduce this problem.

1.3 **Objective**

The objective of this project is to enhance the current system especially to add some functionality that the customer will obviously like about it. There are a few goals that will be achieved in this project:

1. **To make the management more efficient**

   The management process will become easier and faster. The computerize system can help rental vehicle company to solve the problem that occur in their management process.
2. **To develop an online system**
   Customer can make a reservation to rent a car by online. Besides that, before the customer want to rent the vehicle, they can also know about the type of car that the company provides the package that the company offered.

3. **To reduce a paper using**
   All the customer record, bill or receipt, report will be key in the computer. So, there no more paper usage to store all the data.

4. **To make the cost registration efficient**
   All the calculation for the payment will be easier. The system will automatically calculate the price that needs to be paid and it will reduce a mistake during the calculation.

5. **To build a secure system**
   As the system will be operated online, staff can be login only with a correct password. So, other Internet user cannot login easily and other information will be stored safely.

1.4 **Scope**

The scope of this project includes the target user, function of the system and also the technology included.
1.4.1 User

1. Admin
Admin is capable to maintained and solve the problem that occur in the system.

2. Staff
The staff that works at the reservation table will get information from client and view reservation form to ensures that the client has reserve any vehicle during the time the client come to take the vehicle rent.

3. Client
Client is the internet users that will browse the website to get the information about the car rental company and make a reservation for a specific vehicle.

1.4.2 Function

1. Login module
Staff are required to login before the can access to the system. The staff’s username and password are required. They then will be verified and it is the correct staff, they will allow to access to the system.

2. Staff module
Staff can search information about the client and also fill the data about the client such as payment.

3. Customer module
Customer module can make a reservation and view the information of the car rental company cost for the vehicle that will be rent, the facilities, service and package offered at a time.